„How to use Moodle for course creators and teachers”
(e-lecture in English)

Description
Have you just started with Moodle and found all the information is scattered everywhere over the internet? Then this e-lecture is exactly what you need. Everything you need to know in the one place that will show you how to complete all the common tasks that a course creator or teacher needs to work with Moodle.

Bonus tricks and tips section showing you easier ways to create content and activities. Course development walk throughs with examples demonstrating how to create a course from scratch and how to setup grade book.

This course will get you on the right track, provide all the information you need to not only get started but to continue to learn and improve your Moodle course development skills.

Content/Learning goals
- How to use Moodle 3.7. (and further developments)
- How to setup gradebook
- How to use the standard Moodle activity types
- How to use the standard Moodle content types
- How to make Moodle look awesome
- How to create a course from scratch
- How to use some of the best plugins

Target group
The workshop is aimed at lecturers from all disciplines of the University of Magdeburg (OVGU) as well as the partner and affiliated universities from Saxony-Anhalt.

Participation requirements
Interest in the topic, PC / laptop with LAN connection, Headphones and microphone

Tools/used technology
The e-lecture is offered up to the independent OVGU solution via the online learning platform udemy (www.udemy.com). After the registration deadline, you will receive all the necessary information by e-mail from the “fokus:LEHRE” Team.

Hints
Achievements of the workshop are recognized within the framework of the OVGU-PAL certificate (module 1 “Topic: teaching in practice I.” and/or module 2 “Topic: digital teaching/blended learning”).

The workshop is designed as an e-lecture, i.e. you can complete the work units completely independent of location and time. The online learning platform can be accessed both via the web browser and via the mobile app application.

Speaker/trainer:
Chris Richter
(Ricoshae – Creative Online Education Development/ Owner, Speaker & Trainer)

Registration via:
Zentrum für wissenschaftliche Weiterbildung Magdeburg (ZWW)
0391/67-57371
E-Mail: zww@ovgu.de

Date:

Registration deadline:
Location:
Format: e-lecture
Limit of Participation: 20 people